Five:Ygr Rniew of QQ pjpellne Pricbaglgdn
Order oa Remaad,

102 FERC, 61.195 (2003)
The Commission c:stabliBhed the oil pipeline pricing index in Order No. 561,
. Revisions to Oil Pipeline Reg!J)•tions Pvnnept to the Energy Polwy Act of 1992. FERC
Stats. & Rep. [Regs. Preambles, 1991-1996] 130,985 (1993 ), aftinncd. Association of
Oil Pine Lines y. FEBC. 83 F.3d 1424 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (AOPL 1). The Commission
established a generally applicable method of changing oil pipeline transportation rates.
The Producer Price Index for Finished Goods, seasonally adjusted (PPI), less I pc:rccnt
(PPI-1) waa chosen as the index that most closely tracked the actual cost changes in the
oil pipeline industry. <Five-Year Reyicw of Oil Pipeline Pricin.g Index. 102 FERC ,
61,195, 61~38 (2003)). The Commission did not intend for the PPI-1 to be a long-term
choice. Acknowledging its responsibility to both shippers and pipelines to "monitor the
relationship between the change in the PPI-1 index and the actual cost changes
experienced by the industry", the Commission decided to review the effectiveness of the
methodology and index every five years. (ljL at 61 ~38).

In 2000, the Commission conducted ita review and concluded that the PPI-1 was
still the appropriate index, albeit bucd on a IOUlewbat difl'crcnt methodology. The U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Colwnbia Circuit remanded the order back to the
Commission, holding that the Commission bad "neither adequately addressed the
concc:m.s of AOPL over the averaging methodology used, nor had the Commission

articulated its reasons for changing from the methodology used in Order No. 561". O!L).
The Court identified three areas of concern: ( 1) the proper method of measuring cost
changes. (2) whether statistical outliers should be uacd in determining industry cost
changes, and (3) whether changes in net plant should be UICd to determine indus1ry
capital costa for determining return on inveltment and income taxes. <IsL. at 61~39).

Upon review, the Commission adopted the methodology previously approved and
concluded that PPI was the index that should be UICd. (hL at 61,540). With regard to the
use of statistical outliers, the Commiaion adopted the practice used in Order No. 561 of
excluding statistical outliers. With the atatistical outliers removed, the Commission again

concluded that PPI was the appropriate index.
The Commission decided that the issue of whether to use net plant u a proxy for
capital costa did not need to be resolved at that time. since it would not affect the
conclusion that the PPI wu the correct index. ~ at 61,541 ). Tbe Commission allowed
pipelines to recalculate rates u iftbe index had been in c11'cct since July 2001, and apply
tboec rates prolpCdively. (ldJ.
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flv&.Y•r Review of 011 Pipeline Prtclng Index, Docket Nos. RM00-11.000 and RII00-11·0CJ1

Order on Remand
(luued Februery 24, 2003)

Before Commlutoners: Pill Wood, Ill, Chairman; William L Maauy, mel Nora Meed Brownell.
1. This order responds to the remand of the Commlaaion's order of December 14, 2000 In this proceeding
(December 2000 Qrder)1 which continued the oil pipeline pricing Index for the current five-year period as the
Producer Price Index for Finished Goods, seasonally adjusted (PPI),Iesa 1 percent (PPJ-1). For the reasons
appearing below, and In light of the court's remand, 1he Commission determines after further cost data analysis
that the appropriate ol pridng Index for the current five-year period shot.dd be the PPI without the-1 per cent
adjustment. Oil pipefi'les may ~ ute the current ceiling rate using 1he PPI as though that had been the Index In
effect stnce July 2001, and may file for rate Increases to the ceiling so calculated, to be effective 30 days after the

date of their flMngs.

~lne

pricing Index was established In Order No. 561, Revisions to 011 Pipeline Regulations
Pursuant to the Energy Polley Act of 1992.~ In Order Nos. 561 and 561-A. the Commission established a
s«npllfled and generaly applca

2. The oil
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ble method of changing oil pipeline transportation ra188. An Indexing method was selected for daterrnining the
allowable aooual changes In rates which would be generaJiy &pplcable to oil pipelines regulated by the
Commission under the Interstate Commerce Act. The PPI-1 was chosen by the Commission as the Index that
most cJosety tracked the actual cost changes in the oil pfpelne lndustry.3

3. As the Commlsaion atat8d In Order No. 561 and reaffirmed In Order No. 561-A, the selection of the PPI-1

was not necessar11y a choice for all time. The CorTmisaion recognized that Its f81P008ibilltlea, to both ah~
and pipelines, required It to monitor the relationship between the change in the PPt-1 index and the actual coat
changes axparianoed by the Industry. The Convniaaion undertook to review the effactiYenes8 of Its rate changing
methodology and the Index ewry five years. The Commission's adoption d Ita rate changing methodology and
the PPI-1 Index was affirmed by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Dlstrtct of CoUnbia Circuit on May 10, 1996.~
The court upheld the Commlasion In all respects on Its choice of an Index, and ctted with approval the
Commiulon's datarn'ttnatlon to l'8YkM the ndex fonnula aft&r five years' experience.

4. The Commission set about to review the effectiveness of the PPI·1 Index to reflect oft pipeline cost changes
in m\d-2000 by issuance of a Notice o1 Inquiry, and concluded Its r&Wtw by \aauance of the December 2000
Order.ln that order, the Commlsskm concluded that the PPJ-11ndax had reasonably approximated the actual cost
changes In the oil pipeline Industry during the preceding flve.year period, and that this Index should be continued
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for the neld flve-year period.~ During Its review of the PPI·1 indeX. the Commlaslon had before It a Staff study
of the effectiveness of the change in the PPI-1 index, and Initial and reply comments by Interested parties on that
study. The Assodation of Oil Pipe Unes (AOPL) provided evidence that the appropriate indeX should be the PPJ

rather than the PPI-1, and a group of shippers, inctudlng Sinclair 011 Corporation and Tesoro Petro&eli"Tl
Company, Inc., presented comments and evidence that the appropriate index should be PPI-2.

5. The Commission decided In the December 2000 Order to utilize a weighted average of annual Industry cost
changes rattler than to consider the cost changes expertenoed by Individual pipelines to determine whether the
changes In the PPI·1 index provided an adequate measure of coat changes. Under thla methodo\ogy, the year-toyear peroent changes In the annual weighted average cost of the oil pipeline Industry was examn&d, each firm's
cost being weighted by Its share of the total barreknles shipped during that year, and those changes were then
compared with the year- to-year percent changes in the PPI-1 Index. after adjusting the period during which the
Index changes occurred to match the period for wtOOh the oost data went avaaabNJ. A 8in1J'9 average at those
year-to-year pereent changes is then computed and the two averages are compared. In usilg Industry-wide cost,
the Commission reasoned that It was oonecessary to d&card statistical outlers. This methodology differed from
the methodology used In Ofder No. 561 for determining such changes, where the Commlaa6on utitlzed the
average of the year-to-year coat changes of each pipeline finn, with statistical outlieta being discarded, aa
opposed to utilizing cost changes for the entire lrxUtry.
6. The December 2000 Order aJso excluded changes In net plant to estimate capital cost changes
(depreciation, amortization, return on lnY&Stment and tncome taxes) In order to calculate return on investment and
income taxes, because the Commlaalon concluded that net plant was an imperfect measure of thea& two
elemen1a of capital costB, and these elements of capital coat were relatively minor. ~

7. The Court remanded the December 2000 Order to the Commission, holding that the Commission had
neither adequatety adclress6d the oonoems of AOPL over the 8Y&f'Bging methodology used by the Commission,
nor had the Comml88ion articulated 1ts reasons for changing from 1he methodology used In Order No. 561,7
spectfically the shift in methodology regardng outtlers and net plant
8. The Court characterized the Commlaaion's weighted-average approach as 8 "ffoating weighted average,•
because It effectively ~ each pipeline's per-barrel costs by that pipeline's volume. This is to be contrasted
with the fixed- weight average, which weighs each finn's cost change by the finn's market share. Thla use of 8
floating weighted average, according to the Coat. •can yield odd 1'88ults. • For exampkf, such an average wiJI
Include the costa of new entrants, even though they will have not experienced any coat changes at all, since they
have not been in the market Moreover, changes In market share can give 8 distorted Impression of cost changes.
The Court observed that the Commiss4on had made
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several col 1ateral argli"TlOOts In support of Its approach, •none of which are persuasive.•
9. As to the use of statistical oUUiera, the Court stated that the Commission had not justified its departure from
the exclusion of out1era In Order Nos. 561 and 561-A. The court pointed out that the Commission had relied
extensively on the 1993 study pr888nt8d by Dr. Alfred Kahn and defended the study's use of the 50% cost
change dataset, and that the Cornmiaaion had not explained Its change In the methodology. The Court also
pointed out that the Commlaaion's principal objection seemed to be that when the dataset was narrowed from
100% to 90% to 80% to 50%, the coat change average systematically increased. The Court stated:
To the extent that FERC refused to exclude outtiera on the grol6ld that doing so changed the result, it
obviously missed the Whole point: the object of exduding outJ.Iers is to prevent exiT8me and spurious data from
biasing an analysis ..•. To the extent that FERC refused to adjust only because of the dir9ctJon of the resulting

change (upwani rather than downward), t'9Cutation is (we hOpe) supeTfluous.l
10. Aa to eschew\ng the use of changes In net plant In the December 2000 Order, the Court again pollted to
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the Commission's inconsistency In Its treatment of net ptant in that It used net plant In determining capltaJ costs
In Order Nos. 561 and 561-A. The Court stated that the Commission In Order Nos. 561 and 561·A had relied
heavily on the Katvl study, which expressly uaed net plant to approximate returns on Investment and Income

taxes, despite its imperfections. The December 2000 Order relied on those same imperfections to reject Its usa.
The Coa.n stated that the Commission had offered no explanation for the change.f

11. Based on the foregoing, the Court remanded the case to the Commission for conaideration of these three
issues. rt did not vacate the December 2000 Ofder, because It was ooclear whether the remanded issues would
•change FERC's cost data analysis auffldentty to render the selection of PPI-1 lnappropriate.•lD
12. Two separate petitions for Commission adion on the remand by the United States Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit went filed, one by the Association of Oll Pipe LNs (AOPl), and the other jolntty by Sinclair Oil
Corporation and Tesoro Refining and Marketing Corr4NmY (Shippers).
13. AOPL argued again for the use of the PPI 88 the appropriate Index. and for a one-time adjustment to the
Indexed rates at the next adjustment period to reflect the h~er PPIIndex for the past periods since the year
2000 adjustments.

14. Shippers filed a response to AOPL'a petition and filed their own petition for action on remand, urging the
Commission to further exp&Ul the underlying basis for the adoption of the PPI-1 index and to reaffirm Its decision
to use PPI-1 88 the appropriate Index for measuring cost changes in the oil plpeHne Industry. In their pleading,
Shippers 8888rltialty argue that the Court left the Commission a great deal of flextblity,ln that the Court remanded
the case to the Commlsalon for further explanation of Its rationale for departing from the approved Order No. 561
methOdology. Shippers argue that the Commlsalon can adopt the rationale c:ontUled in Shippers' comments as
justification for the contiluation of the PPI-1 Index.
15. AOPL filed an answer to the Shipper's petition. AOPL discussed each of Shipper's argunents and
conctuded that the Commission should adopt the PPI as the appropriate lldex to be applied to oil pipeline rates.

16. In Order No. 5611561-A. the Commission determined that the PPI-1 was the index which beat tracked oil
pipeline coat changes. The Commisalon emptlaalzed that this determination was not a one-time determination,
and that 1he choice of the Index would be reviewed after a five-year period.

17. In considering the appropriate Index for oil pipeline rates for the current five-year period, we originally
departed from the Order No. 5611561 ·A methodology In eeveral respec;ts, aa described by the court. In Order No.
561 , the Commission recog1ized a need for ftexl)lllty In nwiewing the continued v\abilty of the PPI-1 Index and,
thus, In the December 2000 Order the Commiuion had adopted an approach that departed from the Initial
method used In Order No. 561 to setlte on the PPI·1 Index. On Uther conaideration, howewr, we conclude that
the moat appropriate way to meaaura pipeline costs and rate ceilings, and asawe that the nexua Initially drawn
between them conti'lues, iB to apply the..,. method as applied In inttialty drawing that connection. We wAI
return to that method for fwther cost data analysis In this order. In doing ao, we conctude that 1he record In this
proceeding, inCluding the petitions seeking a Commlsaion order on remand, supports adopting 1he PPI as the
appropriate Index for the currant five-year period. Appandx A to this order reflects the cak;ulatlons and
comparisons we have made.
18. The court In Its remand order identified ttvae areaa of concem that It had with our December 2000 Order:
the proper method of measuring of coat changee, whether atatlatical outliers should be used In determining
Industry cost changes, and whether changes In net plant should be used to dat8rmlne lrdJSby capital coats for
determining retum on Investment and Income taxes. The coa.n pointed out that, In each instance, the Commission
had strayed from Its court-approved methodotogy
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contained In Order No. 561 withOut providng adequate justlflcation for the moclfications.
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19. The first issue was whether the Commission had erred In using a "floating weighted average• to measure

cost changes during the ftve-year period extending from 1995-through 1999 rather than using any of the methods

clscussed by the ComiTission In Order No. 561. Those methods were to calculate the percentage cost change
per barreknlle for each firm and combine them In a simple average (unwelghted average). Another would be to
combine the firm barrel-mile costs In an average weig,tad by volume (fixed weighted average). Another would be
to take the meclan of the clstribution (rrltdan). The court stated that Order Nos. 581 and 561 -A substantially
relied on a study that reported the results of all three of these methods, as well aa a compoalte figure that
combined these three methods. The change In the composite for each of the periods considered was fairly ck>se
to PPl-1, and this 18 what the court had approved In AOPL I.
20. In rejactlng the Commiaalon's use of the floating weighted average, the court pointed out that the
Commission seemed to rationalize its use of this methodology, at least in part, on the contention that ~lnes'
ma11<st share would be ln1luenoed by consumers choosing to use lower cost plpellnel rather than higher coat
linea. The court. relyi'lg on the statement of Dr. Kahn on behalf of AOPL, stated that changBs in market share can
give a dtstorted inpresalon c:A cost changes when a floa~t average Ia employed.11 This could occur
where there has been a relative Increase In output by low cost pipelines remttve to high cost pipelines. The use of
the ftoatilg-welght average could result In aJ pipelines e)(J)eriencing a ~lfonn Increase In costs, but the floatingwelght average would show a dedlne. Moreover, 1he cowt agreed wfth AOPL that the rmative Shifts In output
between high cost and low cost pipelines does not l'8pf'888t'1t the natural wortmg of market forces Inasmuch as
there Is little 8\lbstitUtabillty between pipelines In the Industry based solely on cost, since the shift In total volumes
shipped from hlgher-aJet crude to lower-cost product pipelines has relatively 1tt1e to do with competition, or
substitulilg one pPiine for another.
21. Anally, the court was critical of the Commission's use of the totality of pipeline costs, when It lhoutd have
bean looking at cost changn. The use of a totality of costs did not reflect the fact that some antttlee could have
entatud the martcBt at a time when their costa would be 1'8flected, but due to the timing ot thefr entrance Into the

market, there would have been no cost change to measure.

.22. The court was also conoemed about the Commission's failure to eXClude statistical outliers 12 in conducting
Ita study, as It had done In Its Order No. 581 methodology, without adequate justification. The court obsetved that
the object of exctudflg ouUiers Is to prevent extrema and spurious data from biasing an analysis.
23. Upon review, the ConYnission as stated has adopted the methodology It used in Order Nos. 561 and 561A. The results produced by examination of an unweighted average, a fixed weighted average, a median and a
compostte of the cost changes Indicates that PPIIa 1he index that should be employed.
24. Our revtew ot the changes in pipeline cost data starts wfth the premise of the cumulative changes in costs
over the five-year period (1994-1999) for all ninety pipelines that provided data through Form 6 for the entire
period. We have thus elmlnated ttlo8e pipelines who may have entered or existed the Industry during the fiveyear period. We then considered the middle 50% of the pipeUnea, exch.dng the high and low 25% as being
statistical ouUiers.M Our samplng set thus lt1cfuded 46 pipelines. Based upon our use of this set. we find that the
median of the eat refi9C1s a 5.59% operating cost change from 1994 to 1999. A slmp6e unweighted average c:A the
cumulative operating coat changes tor these 48 plpetlnes from 1994 to 1999 shows a c001ulatiw average change
in reported operating costs of 3.98%. Using a fixed-~t average, the result is a change c:A 10.23%. An 80%
sampling llkBwise show& an ~ight&d awrage of the cumulative average operating coat changes to be 5.1 1%.
Using a fixed· weight average, the result is 8.08%.
25. The cunuJative change in the PPI-1 for the five-year period reflects a change of 0. 79%. The cumulative
change In PPI reflects a change of 5.79%. It ls obvtoua, from a comparison of these results, that the cumulative
change In PPI most nearty reflects the cwnulative change In pipeline operating costa for the period, regardless of
what criteria are used conslstant with Order Nos. 561 and 561-A.
26. Ane.lly, the court was concerned about the Commission's excJuslon of changes In net plant to calculate
capital cost changes in ratum on l"lveatment and Income taxes. According to the Commission, these two elements
ot capbl cost are re\ativety minor. Whl\e the Commission's study accounted for changes in deprec\ation and
amortization, It cid not BCCOUlt for return on Investment and Income taxes, concluding that net plant was an
lmpertect meuure ot these cost changes and might <lstort the anatysis. However, the court
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noted that. in Order No. 561, the Commlaaion had apecfflcally defended the use of net plant to calcUlate retum on
investment and Income taxes. Thus, having pnMoosly used changes In net plant for calculating retum on
Investment and Income taxes despite Ita Imperfections, It then used those vary Imperfections to reject ita use
without offering any explanation for the change.
27. In Order Nos. 5611561-A, we considered the change In net plant to be a surrogate for the changes in
capftaJ costa ot 1he pipetines. This methodotogy waa uphe4d by the court In ha nM8w of 1hoee ordefa. In our

original analysis leading~ to the December 2000 Order, we determtned to use actual data ratlecting capital
costs rather than a proxy for such costs. The data available to us Indicated that the capital cost elements of
depredatiOn and amortization increased In the flve..year period under rwiew. Aa stated Fl the December 2000
Order, the majority of capital costs are reflected In depr9Ciatton and amortization. We reasoned that the other two
elements of capitaJ oost- return on investment and Income taxes-would have only a minor effect on the changes in
pipelines' costs and therefore did not analyze those two elements.
28. Using the Order Nos. 5611561-A methodology and uY\g the changes In net plant as a surrogate for
changes In capital coats wUI not affect our determination that PPIIa the appropriate Index to be used. After
CQI11)Utilg the changes in operating expenses, as shown In Appenclx A, c:onaistent with the Order Nos. 561/561A methodology, we considered the effect on these changes of the Kahn adjustments for changes in net plant, as
reflected In Table 6 of Appendix B accompanying his testimony llDnltted by AOPL in this proceeding. The net
plant aqjustment utilized by Dr. Kahn I'8Suttad In adjuatmenta which would reduce the annual percent change In
the compostte rate using the midcle 50 percent sampUng to approximately 0.82%, compared to 1.32% when
considering operating costs alone. At the 80 percent sampling, the aml.81 percent change In the composite rate is
increased to approximately 1.64%, compared to 1.25% when considering operating coat alone. Given that the
average annual change In PPI is 1.18%, whereas the average annual change In PPI-1 is 0.18%, the change In
p1>eflne co81s when considering both the operating and capital costs Is clearty more nearty e&pUed by PPI than
by PPI-1 .
29. As AOPL Itself observed in Ita petition for order on remand, the issue of whether to use net p&ant as a proxy
for capital costs •need not be resotYed at this time because lgnorhg net plant analysis does not change Dr.
Kahn's conclusion that the PPIIs the appropriate index. • 14 Ukewlse, our anaJysia of the cumulative operating cost
changes corresponds more closely to the cumutattve change In the PPI than to PPt-1, similar to the analysis of
Dr. Kahn . Therefore, the addtion of the lncteases In net plant only confirms that PPIII the better Index to use
rather than PPJ-1 tf we were to use net plant as a proxy for capltal costa as we did In Order Nos. 5611561-A.
30. As we provided In Order Noe. 5611581-A, we will undertake a review of pipeline coat In 2005 to determkle
whether the change In the PPI still reftecta the best measure of oil pipeline coat changes during the current fiveyear period.

31. AOPL requests that the Convnlasion allow pfpellnes to compute the atartfng point of the change In the
cettlng rate as though the PPI had been In effect since 1he besjnnlng of the current fiv&-yaar period. In other
words, It requests that the Commlsaion gl¥8 effect to the cwnlRUYe changes In the PPI since July 1, 2001. We
agree that this should be done. The dtffamnce is a alight Increase In the maxinum cellilg rata that may be
chatged, but equltie8 dictate that we should attempt to put the parties in the same position they would have been
In had we adopted 1he PPIIn our Oecembar 2000 Ordac .~ We wHl therefore anow pipetlnea to r9Calculate the
maximL.m ceiHng rates that they may chatge their customers as thousj1 the PPI had been In effect throughout the
current period. Moreover, aimllar to what we <ld in Order No. 561, we will allow pipellnee to file for lncreuea
based on the newty calculated ceiling rata upor'lluuance of this order, to be effective 30 days aftar such filing.
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(A) The appropriate Index to be utilized for oil pipeline ratemaking for the five-year period under review is the
PPI, as dlacU888d in the body of this order.
(B) Upon Issuance of this order, pipelines may file to change their tariff rates to reflect the applicable calling
levels based on the PPI, calculated as though It had been in effect from July 1, 2001. Such rates may be made

effective upon 30 days notice.
Appendix A

Rate of Change i1 Operating Costs Compared to Changes In PPI and PPJ-1

\ Change-Cumulative

Onweighted
Average

For the Period of 1994-1999

\ Change-Annual

3.98%

.80\

Weighted
Average

10.23%

2.05\

Median

5.59%

1.12%
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Composite

6.60%

1.32%

Balled OpoD llidcUe 10%

Unweighted
Average

5.11%

1.02%

Weighted
Average

8.08%

1.61\

Median

5.59%

1.12%

Composite
PP%
PPI-1

6.26%

1.25%

5.79%

1.16\

.79%

.16%

Appendix B
To establish new index ceftlng levels In compliance with this order, oil pipelines must recak:ulate as follows
using seasonally·adjusted PPI-FG/Instead of the previously used PPI-FG minus one percent

(1 ) Multipty their Juty 1, 20()().June 30, 2001 index ceiling levels by the PPI-FG Index of 1.037594 and I'Ol.lld to
the nearest hun<hdth of a centz to compute their index ceiling levels for the period July 1, 2001-June 30, 2002.

•

-,;~
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(2) Multiply their July 1, 2001.June 30, 2002 index ceiling levels by the PPI-FG Index of 1.019565 and round to
the nearest hundredth of a cent to compute their Index ceJIIng levels for the period July 1, 2002~une 30, 2003 ..1
For example, If the July 1, 2000-June 30, 2001 Index ceiling level were 50.25 cents, that ceiling level would be
multlPied by 1.037594 (5025 x 0.1 .037594 52.1 ~). Rounded to the nearest hundredth of a cent, the Index
ceiling level for the period Jttt 1, 2001 ~une 30, 2002 would be 52.14 cents. The July 1, 2001-JLI'Ie 30, 2002
Index ceiling leYel of 52.14 cents would then be multiplied by 1.019565 (52.14 x 1.019565 • 53.160119).
Rounded to the nearest hundredth of a cent, the Index ceiling level tor the period July 1, 2002.Jooe 30, 2003
would be 53.16 cents.

=

The index to be issued In May 2003 will be applied to the pipeines' July 1, 2002-June 30, 2003 Index ceiling
levels to detetmlne the appropriate ceiling levels for the period July 1, 2003-June 30, 2004.
1 Five- Year RevieW of Oil Pfpellne Pricing Index, 93 EEBC 161.266 (2000), Bird In part and remanded In part.
AssocJBtJon of Oil Pipe Lin8s v. FERC, 281 F.3d 239 (D.C. Clr. 2002) (.AOPL. If).

Z RBvisions to Oil Pipeline Regulations PuiSUIJtft to the Energy Polley Act, FERC Statut9S and Regulations,
RllfJUiatlons Preambles January 1991..Juns 19961130.985 (1993), 58 HKJ. Reg. 58753 (November 4, 1993); order

on reh'g, Order No. 561-A. FERC Statutes and RegulatJons, R6gulatlons PtrNunbles January 1991..Juns 1998
131.000 (1994), 59 Fed. Rflfl. 40243 (August 8, 1994), atrfrmecl, Association of 011 Pipe Lines v. FERC, 83 F .3d
1424 (D.C. Clr. 1996) (.AOPL f). The Energy Polley Ads mandate of establishing a simplified and generally
appicabfe method of regulating oil transportation rates speciflcalty excluded the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System
(TAPS), or any pipetine detlvering oil, llrectly or lndlrectly, Into it.
;~ Excludi'lg TAPS and the applicable Alaska pipeUnes.
~

588 n.2 above.

AssocJBtJon of 011 Pfp8 Lines v. FERC, 83 F.3d 1424 (D.C. Cir. 1996).

~ 93 EEBC at p. §1,856.

§ Order Nos. 561 and 561-A spectficaDy defended the use of net plant to calculate retum on investment and
income taxes. In tact, Order No. 561 used net plant as proxy for depreciation and amortization, and appeared to
use net plant only tor detennining investment and income taxes.
l .AssociBtion of 011 Pipe Lines

v. FERC, 281 F.3d 239 (D.C. Clr. 2002).

I 281 F.3d at 246.
i ld. at 247.
1J}

ld. at 248.

11 281 F.3d at 242.
12 Statiltical outliers are data points so extreme that they raise a question whether they may be the result of
recording or measurement errons or some other anomaly -e.g., some pipelines may have reported volumes In
barrets rather than ban'9knles, Btc.

J.J We actua1ty considered approximately 51% of the pipelines, since the exclusion of 25% of the ~lnes at the
top and bottam end would result in excluding 22.5 pipelines. Rather, we chose to exclude 22 at the top and 22 at
the bottom, resulting in 46 pipelines beilg In the sample ra1her than 45.
H Petition at 5, n.4.
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See example of calcu\ation In Appendix B.

llNs \ndex, lssued annually in

Pocket No. RM93-1 1-QQO, ls the percemage change (expressed as a decimal) In

the annual average Producer Price Index for Finished Goods (PPI·FG) from the previous year.

au

~All ceiling levels for
pipelines must be rounded to the nearest hunchdth of a cent, I.e., to two decimal places.
If the third dectmalls five or more, the second decimal place number should be rot.l'lded up; If the third decimal
place number Is four or Jess, the second decimal place n001ber should be roooded down.

:J The COI'Tlputation of the factors used for determining the oeHing leve4 dlanges for the periods July~ , 200~ ..June
30, 2002 and July ~, 2002~une 30, 2003 are found In the annual notices 188ued In Docket No. RM93-11..()QQ on
May 18, 2001 and May 15, 2002.
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